#21 - Hand of the Week
You and partner are playing East/West.
All vulnerable, Dealer West

See next page for bidding analysis, actual results with real players, the computergenerated prediction and thoughts on what you can learn from this game.
Try to predict the bidding, then check below.
Bidding: (One possible scenario to show how players analyse the bidding.)
W
15 HCP, unbalanced hand, no 5-card major, diamond suit is longer
1♦
N
8 HCP, 6 spades, weak jump bid
2♠
11 HCP, cannot double as that would send the wrong message, knows
E
3♣
that N put in a pre-emptive bid to foil the opponents
S Pass 6 HCP
3NT is a possibility, but generally, hands play better in a trump suit when points
W
4♣
can be added for ruffing ability; West knows East has 5 clubs and a strong hand.
N Pass
E
5♣ With a singleton and a doubleton and a fit in clubs, take it to game.
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Actual Results (East/West
viewpoint): Three pairs stopped
bidding before reaching game. One was
in 5♣. Two were in 3NT; one by East
and one by West.
Computer-Generated Prediction:
E/W should make a slam in clubs.
Three took 12 tricks, but did not bid
game. The player who bid 5♣ did not
take 12 tricks. The highest score was
3NT making 4, but it should have made
5. (4♠ also makes, but who would have
bid that when North overcalls?)
What is there to learn from this
game?
E/W have undervalued their hands by
ending up below game in clubs. 3NT
was a risk, for West who has only 1
stopper in spades, and for East, possibly
concerned about transportation
problems between hands (only 2 spades
exist outside of N and E hands).
However, the top score went to the 3NT
contract, making 4. Even 5♣ making 6
would be just 620 pts.
E/W should try to bid and communicate
better with each other, consider singletons and doubletons as added strength, and play the
hands better.
Also, a pre-emptive overcall can make it difficult for opponents to find their best contract. It
makes it more difficult for them to communicate their suits and their strength and takes up
bidding space. Perhaps the two 3NT contracts didn’t have to cope with a pre-emptive
overcall by North and found their 3NT contract easier.
Opening Lead: a spade by either N or S.
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